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Please find enclosed our selection of over 100 new items that we are proud to present. Whether 
you are a veteran customer with NCI or checking us out for the first time, rest assured that our 
64 years in business will make your buying experience a breeze. Our experienced and 
knowledgeable staff will be eager to assist you in completing your order.

Recognizing the need to offer our customers more bargain priced goods we will offer extremely 
low pricing on high quality products. We have told our factory suppliers that the market in US is 
demanding some quality products at inexpensive pricing to get the retail customer in the door. 
They responded by giving us some unbelievable products at very, very special prices. We intend 
to pass the savings on to you to help you to attract new customers.

Also, we have several close out products that we are selling below our cost just to move the 
remaining stock of these items. Quantities are limited so buy early to make sure you capitalize 
on these bargains.

Finally, our core principles of providing the highest quality products at competitive 
prices and unmatched customer service are what set NCI apart from the 
competition. The warehouses are stocked with over 250,000 cartons and our trucks 
are ready. We look forward to earning your business!
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WELCOME!

INTRODUCING FIRE FACTORY
Fire Factory is a new brand of fireworks created by Kurt Cowgill and myself (Steven Irvin). Its 
creation was inspired by our 30 years of combined experience in the industry and our time spent 
in China. This is our way of bringing our passion and commitment of fireworks to the market. Fire 
Factory isn't just a new logo or name it’s about a new generation of Pyros. This brand is about 
honoring the past and forging the future. We will stand behind our new brand and products to 
create a commitment to product quality and customer success.

Sourcing high quality products with a mix of the best effects from the past and today’s innovative 
effects consumers are seeing for the first time is a core principle of Fire Factory. We leveraged 
our buying power and expertise to bring in a range of products that will be a tremendous value to the 
importer, wholesaler, retailer, and final consumer. No matter where you fall, the value these items bring will be 
in excess of what your dealer or distributor charges. We aren’t peddling bottle rockets here, these products are the 
best of the best, dollar for dollar.

Fire Factory is not just a new brand, it is our inspiration for the next 30 years. We look forward to you joining the journey, 
it’s going to be one hell of a ride!

KURT COWGILL Steven irvinKURRT COWGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGILL

next 30 years. We look forward to you joining the jour

Steven irvin

RICHARD B. SHIELDS
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2858 9 Width: 10.25 Depth: 10.25

9 huge shots prey on the night sky with color & strobe star shells. 
This is a wild one!

JUNGLE CAT 9 SHOT

6-1

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2868 9 Width: 10 Depth: 10 4-1

Take direct aim with this heart-stopping cake. Bright mines rip 
through the sky before each shot; as red and green horsetails 
erupt up above, then shots of heat-seeking missiles hit their mark 
with a devastating finale strike that leaves you stunned.

MRS. SMITH 25 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2866 9 Width: 13.5 Depth: 11 4-1

Sit back and enjoy this slice of summer featuring a variety of 
assorted effects.  Beginning with 6 straight up shots of multi-color 
peonies to gold strobe titanium crackling, it transitions to a series of 
4 shot angled multi-effect volleys that will leave you amazed.  A 
summer shower of blue, green, orange, and pink stars burst over red 
strobes to golden silk willows and a perfect rapid-fire finale sequence 
with timed rain.

SUMMERTIME BOOM 22 SHOT
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After Hours is action-packed starting with gold willows with 
multi-colored stars and silver glitter. Next, there are 6 shots of 

red crossettes shooting to one side then 6 shots of green shooting 
to the other.  After more willows, 12 shots of orange and purple 
crossettes erupt in each direction. Finally, a volley of rapid-fire 

multi-colored willows finishes the performance with a bang!

AFTER HOURS 45 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2850 7.25 Width: 13 Depth: 12.5 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES

You won’t believe the gigantic titanium willow breaks in this 
cake, packing as much powder as the law allows!  The first 4 

shots give you a taste of adrenaline with consecutive titanium 
willows before going full throttle with rapid-fire multi-color peonies 

that leave a trail of red hot lace in the night sky.  It’s all or nothing as 
the chase concludes with a 6 shot golden silk Nishiki Kamuro effect.

BEARLY LEGAL 24 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2860 8.5 Width: 11.2 Depth: 9 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES

This 24 Shot 500 Gram Cake leaps into action with 
rapid fire shots of glittering green strobes and color 
peonies with shimmering gold tails.  The 
performance continues with alternating effects from 
golden tails to full golden palms with color pearl tips.  
Each shot has a finishing effect of multi color strobes 
transitioning to a strong 3 shot finale.

Effects scatter in all directions during this 
fast-paced, aggressive 500-Gram Finale Cake. 
Featuring an angled performance, four shots of 
bright colored pearls burst out of each side of a 
gold glittering mine. The climax arrives with 
large golden brocades breaking over brilliant 
mines and pearl comets!

Thundercat lights up the entire sky, starting with huge 
silver brocade to blue and red strobe mines. Then 
above that neon stars, silver brocade, and super bright 
strobes fly high to fill the rest of the sky!

Here is a 500-Gram Cake that you won’t soon 
forget!  Big belligerent bursts of red stars stagger 
into the night sky as a belch of golden glitter 
spreads rapidly.  Spread your arms and walk the 
line with 12 variations of colorful explosions 
finished with flashing strobes that transition into a 
disturbingly loud 4 shot finale that will be sure to 
have you crowing like a rooster!

tttt t t 

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2865 19 Width: 20.5 Depth: 11.5 4-1

It's time to let your bros know who is top pyro at this years 
celebration!  This case of 500 Gram Finale cakes will deem you 
fireworks champion and will have all of the ladies talking about 
the best pie in the sky!  With 88 Shots, 2000 grams of powder, and 
some unbelievable effects, you can't lose by buying this case and 
lighting the fuse!

HOT COLORS ASSortmenT  88 SHOT
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:5804 7.75 Width: 8.5 Depth: 8.5 6-1

Mammoth performance from this one, living up to its name like 
it's 500g big brother filling the sky with huge white strobes.

MINI MAMMOTH STROBE 6 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2871 9 Width: 9 Depth: 9.5 6-1

This 500-gram value cake is sure to thrill with variable strobe 
effects throughout.  It starts with 4 single shots of blue strobing 
leaves with ghost white jellyfish that transition to large breaking 
multi-color peonies with haunting strobes throughout.  This frightful 
fireworks display wraps up nicely with a four-shot finale including all of 
the previously seen effects together.

GHOST BLASTERS 12 SHOT
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16 shot double break cake that produces 32 powerful bursts. 
Effects include multi-colored brocade, peony, and palms with 

tails and outstanding glitter. You won't be disappointed.

Item No: Height: packing:2842 9 Width: 10 Depth: 10 4-1
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Join the gang with this 33 shot angled masterpiece.  Dual level 
effects fill the sky with crackle, golden brocades, and colorful 

crossettes.

AMERICA RISING 33 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2870 7 Width: 17.5 Depth: 16.5 2-1

500 GRAM CAKES

This 25 shot 500-Gram cake will haunt your pyro dreams for the rest of 
eternity!  It features a combination of vertical and fanned shots with 

assorted effects.  Large breaking wave shells explode into the night sky 
before disappearing and transitioning to a different color strobe.  After a few 

sets of those are finished, a fan of color-changing horsetails fills the sky 
coast-to-coast with a white palm finale with glittering stars completing this 

spooktacular cake.  This is a special performance that will steal the show!

GHOST TAILS 25 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2863 9 Width: 9.75 Depth: 9.75 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES

This specialty 500 Gram zipper cake features an aggressive 
firing pattern that will send 10 shots at a time of multi-colored 

crackling tails and one huge break that rains down over the night 
sky. A rapid-fire 25 shot finale features a barrage of beautiful pearl 

tails to a massive trio of brocade crown & glittering chrysanthemums.

HEADBANGER 80 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2826 7 Width: 19 Depth: 11 2-1

500 GRAM CAKES
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2861 9 Width: 12 Depth: 13 2-1

This one of a kind, professional style, 500-gram beast will take 
your breath away. Four fans of 5 shimmering gold Brocade Crown 
Waterfall ignite the sky and fall silently to ground creating a 
waterfall effect only seen at professional displays. To finish it off, 10 
shots go up all at once for a finale that you have to see to believe.

BROCADE CROWN WATERFALL 30 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2864 7 Width: 12 Depth: 19.5 3-1

Get ready to raise some hell with 55 non-stop shots of ground 
mines to multi-color peony & palm burst that sweep across the 
night sky. This angled 500-Gram Beast has a rapid pace and the 
giant gold brocade crown finale with color tips is sure to fire up your 
audience!

HELL RAISER 55 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:1661 6 Width: 14.5 Depth: 13 4-1

A fresh fan-shaped 61 Shot 500-Gram, this finale cake features 
neon-colored crackling tails bursting into brilliant color strobes 
and flying fish!  A rapid-fire volley of silver horsetails erupts to timed 
rain into an ending with vivid purple and blue strobing peonies.

INSPIRATION 61 SHOT
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One of the coolest consumer daytime cakes you will see! This 
500g smoke cake has 3 rounds of 8 shot volleys sending up red 

smoke tails to white smoke bursts with a blue smoke comets all at 
once! 

SMOKE CELEBRATION 32 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2869 9 Width: 10 Depth: 15.5 2-1

500 GRAM CAKES

We have sourced and brought to you the Big Foot of the 500 
Gram Cake! This SUPER FINALE lasts a full 2 minutes and features 
63 dazzling shots! There is never a dull moment in this cake as it 

features a brilliant volley at the halfway mark and then builds to an 
unbelievable finale!!

2 MINUTE WARNING 63 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:1667 6 Width: 12.5 Depth: 15 3-1

500 GRAM CAKES

Surf's Up Dude!! Huge waves of multi-color stars crash with 
long-lasting runs of Nishiki Kamuro, then white waves crest with 
strobing horsetails. 2 Finale volleys score big with multi colorful 
breaks, long lasting Nishiki Kamuro, and the audience's popping 

applause.

SURF'S UP! 35 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2867 9 Width: 12.2 Depth: 11 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2862 9 Width: 9.6 Depth: 11.2 4-1

Electric Spider’s loud sizzling chrysanthemum might just be the 
most unique effect you see in your neighborhood this year! With 21 
shots of purple, green, red, and blue peony that end with an 
incredible sizzling chrysanthemum. At the same time, there are 
vibrant falling leaves that lead up to 2 BIG 3 shot finales.

ELECTRIC SPIDER  21 SHOT

PAGE
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2851 9 Width: 10 Depth: 10 4-1

This 10 Shot 500 Gram cake hits its mark!  It features assorted 
shots including blue stars with white strobe and also multi-color 
pearl palms.  After 3 shots of each, the finale features one of each 
paired with a beautiful golden brocade crown.  This item is a great 
value with a nice performance!

MARKSMAN 10 SHOT

BRAVO - 25 SHOT
Bravo is a variety cake with a long duration.  With 25 shots featuring gold palms with 
red & green stars to white strobe and crackling, two volleys of brilliant flying fish, 
and a tremendous 3 shot golden palm finale, it is sure to please the audience.  Lasts 
about 35 seconds.

Alpha - 25 SHOT
Alpha lasts over 30 seconds and has a great variety of effects.  This 25 shot cake 
features red & blue peonies to white strobe with chrysanthemum crackling, two 
volleys of exciting 3 stage whistling tails, golden peonies with crackling, and an 
excellent 3 shot finale of golden crackling palms. 

sierra - 25 SHOT
Looking for an aggressive paced device? Sierra features 25 shots in 7 sets of 
spectacular volleys.  Two sets each of golden willows to red and green strobe, bright 
tiger tails with red and green pearls, purple and blue peonies with crackling, and 3 
shot red brocade to timed rain finale.

Echo - 25 SHOT
Echo displays 7 sets of brilliant volleys making this cake a true aerial assault. With 
25 shots featuring volleys of golden whirlwinds to red pearl, 3 stage whistling tails, 
red and green peonies with white strobe, red and green strobe with crackling and a 
4 color peony finale with white strobe and crackling.

This assorted case of 500 Gram Cakes features a variety of effects and 

durations that are sure to satisfy.  Whether the consumer is looking for a 

duration cake with single shots and a finale, or an aggressive volley cake 

this set of devices includes both types.  With 25 Shots each and durations 

up to 35 seconds, this Military-themed series from Great Grizzly is a true 

value and a sure bet to keep customers coming back!

Item No: Height: packing:2828 8 Width: 12 Depth: 8 4-1
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This name says it all… Prepare your self for a Mass of Fire with 
this huge 156 shot finale cake. This zipper cake fires a variety of 

colors and effects at the perfect pace with a superior finale.

MASS OF FIRE 156 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2835 6.5 Width: 15.75 Depth: 9 2-1

500 GRAM CAKES

A 500-gram maximum performance multi-shot repeater that 
shoots aerial effects high into the sky. A gigantic array of effects 

beginning with red, green, blue and white comet tails changing to loud 
reports. Next, round brocades with blue pearls and silver fish cover the 

sky. Then, add red, white and silver crackling flowers which change to red, 
green, and blue peonies. It finishes with crackles and a big silver 

chrysanthemum followed by loud reports. Bigger is definitely better!

Big BAD ASS 119 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:1508 7 Width: 28 Depth: 16 2-1

500 GRAM CAKES

This 16 shot 500-gram cake is truly a special item that will stand 
out against its peers.  Different than the typical whistling tail, 

these whistling tails climb high into the night sky putting off a 
goose whistle that changes pitch as it elevates.  At the peak height 
a beautiful, dense golden chrysanthemum blooms to complete the 
effect.  After 12 consecutive shots, this cake ends in a 4 shot finale 

volley of golden crackling chrysanthemums!

GOLDEN GOOSE16 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2859 9 Width: 8 Depth: 8 6-1

500 GRAM CAKES
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500 GRAM FINALES (2” TUBES)

Item No: Height: packing:2847 10 Width: 12 Depth: 12 4-1

Prepare to amaze with these professional-like effects. Towering 
colorful mines lead the way for triple breaks full of color. This 4 
shot finale combines 3 level effects for an impressive 12 breaks at 
once.

TRIPLE BREAK CAKE 10 SHOT

500 GRAM FINALES (2” TUBES)

Item No: Height: packing:2843 9.5 Width: 11.75 Depth: 11.75 4-1

All That Glitters has 9 HUGE Nishiki Kamuro effect breaks. These 
long lasting effects fill the sky with glittering gold tails that last 
deep into the night. A 3 shot finale it the perfect ending for this 500G 
to rock the sky one last time with hard hitting enormous effects.

ALL THAT GLITTERS 9 SHOT

500 GRAM FINALES (3” TUBES)

Item No: Height: packing:2848 14 Width: 14 Depth: 14 2-1

This 9 shot 3 rack brings a professional display right into your 
back yard! Each of the first 7 shots has a split color half/half effect 
with a crackling center. Then each side changes to a different color! 
The 2-shot finale features 2 HUGE sizzling chrysanthemums with red 
stars.

BOOM TIME 9 SHOT
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WATCH OUT FOR MONSTROUS BURSTS IN A VARIETY OF COLORS 

INCLUDING PINK, LIME GREEN, PURPLE, YELLOW, ORANGE, & 

BLUE. EACH GIANT BREAK FEATURES GOLD GLITTERING AND THE 

FINALE WILL SEND YOU RUNNING FOR THE HILLS WITH A TRIPLE 

SHOT OF WHISTLING TAILS TO BRILLIANT GOLDEN BROCADE!

Salute to the Home of The Brave with this loud and proud 
tribute to Old Glory. Huge red, white, and blue stars burst like 

bombs in the air. Golden Brocade and crackle accompany our 
nation's colors with a 3-shot finale sure to make Lady Liberty proud!

HOME OF THE BRAVE  9 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2846 14 Width: 14 Depth: 14 2-1

500 GRAM FINALES (3” TUBES)

This 9 shot 3” rack features 27 breaks! That's right each shot 
breaks 3 times with 4 different effects. Every shot features a 

gigantic brocade crown, color strobes, falling stars, and falling 
leaves. A 2 shot finale finishes off this performance with a flood of 

breaks and color.

CONQUEROR 9 Shot (27 BREAKS)

Item No: Height: packing:2849 14 Width: 14 Depth: 14 2-1

500 GRAM FINALES (3” TUBES)
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FINALE REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2539 7 Width: 6 Depth: 6 12-1

Brace yourself for the MONSTER!  These Monster NEON colors are 
so bright it's scary.  Color strobing comets lead to super vibrant, 
long-lasting neon crossettes that shoot across the sky with a 
multi-shot crackling titanium crossette finale!

NEON MONSTER 12 SHOT

FINALE REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2548 7 Width: 7.5 Depth: 7.5 12-1

This 200g cake features professional like effects, with colorful 
horsetails and powerful breaks of strobe and colorful brocade. A 
must-have!

POWER ADDICT 16 SHOT

FINALE REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:5803 6 Width: 6 Depth: 6 12-1

This 200G powerhouse will make you think you're watching a 
500G! 25 huge, loud breaks with a 5 shot finale.

RAMPAGE IN THE SKY 25 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2541 & 2542 6 Width: 8 Depth: 5 12-1Item No: Height: packing:2541 & 2542 6 Width: 8 Depth: 5 12-1
It's the million dollar question that everyone wants to know, and what better way to reveal your big 
announcement than with some awesome fireworks that will thrill your family and friends all while 
celebrating the big news!  Does everyone want to be surprised including Mom & Dad?  No problem, just give 
the sealed envelope with the gender of your child to the staff and they will be happy to hand you an 
unmarked package so that you can enjoy the surprise with everyone else.  Don't forget, this is a big moment, 
so why not wow them by lighting off 2 at the same time for double the thrill!
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You won’t outfox this silver fox!  Alternating shots of multi-color 
peonies transition into red hot lace and sizzling silver lace for a 
new and unique performance you’ll be amazed by.  This 12 shot 
cake finishes up with a triple shot of golden dahlias with sharp 

crackling to red hot lace.

SILVER FOX 12 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2543 7.5 Width: 7 Depth: 6.5 12-1

FINALE REPEATERS

This Mega Candle is HUGE! With a diameter 40% bigger than a 
normal mega candle, this one is sure to be a home run this 4th of 

July. Features 88 multi-colored shots with spinners.

HOME RUN 88 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2495 25 Width: 3.5 9-1

ROMAN CANDLES
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This 18 Shot 500 Gram cake features large dual effect breaks.  It 
starts out with 8 consecutive shots of red to green and then 

green to red color changing peonies framed by a large spread of 
white strobes.  Next, a volley of bright red horsetails scatter across 

the sky before transitioning to a large finale of yellow, red, and green 
peonies with gold chrysanthemum crackling and white strobe.

ADDICTED 18 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2549 6.5 Width: 9.25 Depth: 7 6-1

FINALE REPEATERS

Get ready to blast off with three-stage whistling tails, breaks to 
giant red/green crackling willows, assorted color palms with 

strobes, and end in a loud crackling with red lace finale.

BLAST OFF 15 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2553 8.25 Width: 9 Depth: 9 8-1

FINALE REPEATERS

Item No

us today!     800-800-2264



We brought out the big guns for this assorted case, including a 51 
Shot 500G Beast finale that will leave you exhilarated.  The case 

includes four 200G cakes, one 350G cake, & one 500 G cake.  All hand 
selected, we took the guesswork out of getting the best variety of aerial 

cakes and packaged them into one convenient package.

HEAVY ARTILLERY ASSORTMENT

AERIAL ASSORTMENT

AERIAL ASSORTMENT

Item No: Height: packing:0178 19 Width: 20 Depth: 11 1-11

This is a perfect item for the people that want a great value on a 
big show. This case assortment has a total of 11 cakes featuring 
three - 500 grams and 8 aerial repeater cakes.  Why not buy your 
show by the case?

THE BIG SHOW

Item No: Height: packing:0174 9 Width: 21 Depth: 17 1-6



WITH 2,500 GRAMS AND 210 SHOTS IN 8 GREAT GRIZZLY, ALL-STAR CAKES THIS CASE 

ASSORTMENT IS TRUE TO ITS NAME. INCLUDED ARE 3 - 500 GRAMS AND 5 - 200 

GRAMS CAKES THAT WILL GIVE YOUR CUSTOMERS THE "SHOW IN A BOX" THAT 

THEY ARE LOOKING FOR.
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2856 9 Width: 11.5 Depth: 9.5 4-1

It's 30 Shots of fast and furious effects you won't want to miss.  
Golden tourbillions erupt out of red & white mines to maximum 
height before breaking into a variety of assorted effects.  An 
aggressive firing pattern rapid fires cyclone tails paired up with 
triple shots of color peony with strobe, white palm with color strobe, 
and golden silk willow before a final gust of twisting tails to crackling 
chrysanthemum!  What a RUSH!

TWIST OF FATE 30 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2852 9 Width: 15 Depth: 10.5 4-1

You'll be glad you rolled the dice with this one! After Glow by Fire 
Factory is one of a kind with BIG neon multi-colored breaks across 
the entire sky. Followed by a unique orange lace afterglow effect 
that reignites the sky and leaves the audience mesmerized.

AFTERGLOW 25 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2853 6 Width: 12.75 Depth: 9 4-1

Don’t Fear the Reaper, demand a little MORE COWBELL!  This 38 
shot maximum load cake sets the pace early with triple effects 
including mines, whistling tail, and alternating color peony/gold 
willow break charges.  Gradually the pace speeds up as the effects 
multiply across the sky to include falling leaves and flying fish.  A 5 shot 
brocade finale ensures this one has plenty of COWBELL!

MORE COWBELL 38 SHOT
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It's time to party like you're on Bourbon Street with this 21 Shot 
500 Gram Cake!  You'll be mesmerized with fanned lights of triple 

neon multi-colored dahlias, whistling tails, vibrant colorful peonies, 
and dazzling gold glitter cores.  This volley cake is worthy of a Mardi 

Gras style celebration!

THE BIG EASY 21 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2855 9 Width: 9.5 Depth: 13 4-1

500 GRAM CAKES

All Hail the Mighty King!  This cake features nine dazzling Golden 
Crowns of the unique tourbillion effect with bright green, gold, 

and red strobing gemstones in the center.  Neon blue and green 
go-getters form a bouquet of flowers between each set of Crowns.  

Bow before the king of Kings!

KING OF KINGS  19 SHOT  2

Item No: Height: packing:2844 8.75 Width: 8.75 Depth: 11 2-1

2, 3, & 4 TUBES

Celebrate your freedom with this high flyin', noise makin', salute 
to ‘Merica. Enormous 2 shots of Red and White Strobe mix with 

Brilliant Blue Stars. Ten loud and proud shots are guaranteed to 
make our founding fathers proud.

‘MERICA 10 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2845 9.5 Width: 11 Depth: 11 4-1

500 GRAM FINALE (2” TUBES)

Call us today! 800-800-2264

Item No: Height: packing:2844 8 75 Width: 8 75 Depth: 11 2-1

All hail the mighty king! This cake features nine dazzling golden 
crowns of the unique tourbillion effect with bright green, gold, 

and red strobing gemstones in the center. Neon blue and green 
go-getters form a bouquet of flowers between each set of crowns. 

Bow before the king of kings!

KING OF KINGS 19 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2844 8.75 Width: 8.75 Depth: 11 2-1

500 GRAM FINALE (2” TUBES)
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500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2857 7 Width: 18.5 Depth: 17.25 2-1

Awake the dead with this spine-tingling zipper of multi-colored 
crackling pearls.  Giant mines with comet tails erupt into a purple 
strobing frenzy followed by more crazy zombie colored crackling 
pearls.  Escape the Zombie House with a volley of blue and red 
strobes with two sets of colored mines and screaming whistles.  
Finally, set the Zombie House ablaze with white mines and golden 
brocade crackle.  A long duration zipper that'll give you goosebumps.

ZOMBIE HOUSE 115 SHOT

500 GRAM CAKES

Item No: Height: packing:2854 4 Width: 28..5 Depth: 17.25 1-1

The name says it all.  Rapid fire shots of crackling multi-color 
comets mixed with whistling and colored comet tails lead the way 
for one CRAZY finale.  This cake will leave your head spinning 300 
times with only one worthy name, Ridiculousness.

RIDICULOUSNESS 300 SHOT

ight: packing:7 Width: 18.5 Depth: 17.25 2 1
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You're gonna git it this time varmint!  4 shots from my six-shooter 
blast purple brocade crown with green tips high into the sky.  The 

damsels scream with 2 stage whistlers, then you fire back.  4 shots of 
white strobe brocade with red and blue color tips.  The lasses can't take 
it, more screams!  Then our final shots of gold brocade with red colored 

crackling titanium tips ring out, The dust settles, and I gotcha!

HIGH NOON 22 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2551 6 Width: 8 Depth: 5 8-1

FINALE REPEATERS

Glitch spazzes out with 19 shots of beautiful special effects and 
bright neon colors.  Starting with whirlwind tails to falling leaves, 
this show quickly accelerates to big bursting multi-color strobing 

stars.  The action continues with the second round of whirlwind tails 
to flying fish transitioning into 4 single shots of gold brocade with 

strobing stars.  The finale sequence will impress with a triple shot of 
golden brocades with color glittering stars!

GLITCH 19 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2550 6 Width: 7.5 Depth: 5 8-1

FINALE REPEATERS

Jump into hyperspace with brilliant colored comets and 
strobing mines that lead the way for humming zippers as they 

reach light speed and zip across the galaxy.

LIGHTSPEED  40 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2552 6 Width: 6.5 Depth: 4 10-1

FINALE REPEATERS
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AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2538 3.25 Width: 3 Depth: 3 48-1

Open a can of WORMS! These multi-colored pearls break into 
worms that squiggle all over the sky.

CAN OF WORMS 9 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2537 5 Width: 4.75 Depth: 4.75 16-1

Shift into 4HI and hold on, we're about to get a little mud on the 
tires. This 16 shot cake makes tracks with blue, red, silver, and gold 
hummers. It features rising tails, spider and strobe bombards, and 
powerhouse breaks. This beast won't leave you stuck in the mud.

4X4 16 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:783 2.5 Width: 5.5 24-1

A premium barrage of multi-color pearls, whistling tails, and 
crackling chrysanthemum!

COLOR PEARL W/ REPORTS 144 SHOT
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Here at Fire Factory, we didn’t want to produce another cheap 
ball shell. We wanted to produce the best ball shell possible. 

Devil’s Dozen is the best of the best. These 12 shells have great lift, 
color, effects, and a phenomenal burst. These are a must-have for 

any backyard show.

DEVIL'S DOZEN 12 shells

Item No: Height: packing:2957 15 Width: 7.25 Depth: 5 12-12

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

Fire Factory produces only the highest quality fireworks and the 
Rockstar Canister Shells are no exception. This 60g maximum 

load artillery shell is a hard-hitting, high-flying shell with 12 unique 
breathtaking effects. Give these shells a try and you will be partying 

like a Rockstar!

ROCKSTAR 12 SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2980 14.5 Width: 10 Depth: 5.5 6-12

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS
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SATURN MISSILES

Item No: Height: packing:2716 3.75 Width: 10.75 Depth: 3.25 15-1

It’s a unique twist on an old favorite.  With several large missiles 
mixed with standard missiles, this item delivers a great Saturn 
performance by manipulating the firing sequence and sending a 
rage of whistling Saturn tails to fist pounding reports.

RAGE MISSILES 92 SHOT

SATURN MISSILES

Item No: Height: packing:2713 3 Width: 17.75 Depth: 2.25 18-1

Enjoy bright red & green tails to popping reports with strobe.  
This 200 shot device varies the timing to deliver a good duration 
but also an aggressive, impressive finale sequence!

NEON 200

SKY ROCKETS

Item No: Height: packing:283 34.25 Width: 10.25 16-5

Two big and three jumbo rockets make up this excellent 
five-piece Big Falcon Rocket kit. Riding a soft charcoal tail high 
into the sky, each rocket bursts beautifully into a symmetrical 
aerial display with varying colors and effects.

BFR

SKY ROCKETS

Item No: Height: packing:230 16 Width: 5 Depth: 0.75 48-6

Six quality rockets from Fire Factory with varying effects. 
We have lift off.

APOLLO ROCKETS
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Three varieties of a #8 size cone. Multi-color, Crackle, and Silver.

#8 CONE

Item No: Height: packing:603 11 Width: 4 48-1

CONES

A fun value pack of 6 mini 5 ball roman candles.

MINI ROMAN CANDLE  5 BALL

Item No: Height: packing:2471 9 Width: 3 Depth: 0.5 240-6

ROMAN CANDLES

Paparazzi is a 4 pack of large bore premium roman candles 
featuring red, green, purple, and white strobing stars.

PAPARAZZI  5 BALL

Item No: Height: packing:2491 18 Width: 4 Depth: .75 24-4

ROMAN CANDLES

Bombs away with this high-flying, aggressive shooter.  120 rapid 
fire multi-color comets with white tails soar over 50 feet into the 

night sky.  The enemy doesn't stand a chance!

SPITFIRE  120 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2492 33 Width: 2.75 12-1

ROMAN CANDLES
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FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2630 6 Width: 8.5 Depth: 7 12-1

You absolutely won't believe the creation of Frankenstein’s 
Monster!  Lasting over 75 seconds, a flurry of electric charges 
erupt from the monster resulting in a power surge that leaves the 
area strobing and crackling.  Finally, the charges ignite from the bolts 
and Frankenstein is alive!!  Showers of multi-color pearls gush as the 
monster’s eyes and mouth illuminate!

FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2627 7 Width: 7 Depth: 7 24-1

This fountain really takes the cake with shimmering golden pine 
needles as red and white strobes slowly transition in for a triple 
layer display of beautiful effects.  Eventually, these effects fade 
into a brilliant school of glittering gold and silver fish that are sure 
to impress everyone.  What’s better than a piece of cake?

PIECE OF CAKE

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2628 9 Width: 4 18-1

Get ready for some hot pants and glitter, Disco is back baby!  
This color fountain will take you back to Studio 54 with bright 
colorful fish gushing onto the dance floor.  With a performance of 
over 60 seconds, an array of crackling flowers transition into color 
pearl chrysanthemums ensure DISCO is Stayin’ Alive!

SPACE DISCO

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2625 6.5 Width: 6.5 Depth: 6.5 12-1

Sit down and hold on for Centrifuge!  This futuristic fountain 
starts with tons of Chrysanthemums which give way to massive 
titanium crackling.  Then WATCH OUT as the sideways thrusters kick 
into overdrive.  The entire fountain starts to spin at speeds that will 
make your knees buckle.  Centrifuge ends with dizzying showers of 
sparks shooting in all directions.

CENTRIFUGE
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This unique fountain display will go up, down, and side to side to cover the 
entire viewing area.  With a heavy load of powder, it begins with multi-color stars 

for several seconds before transitioning to liquid fish and sparkling showers.  After 
about 50 seconds of alternating effects, the sides ignite to send this fountain 

spinning out of control shooting sparks in a large circle.  This brilliant display will 
simply thrill you and you’ll be left in awe after a large crackling and color star finale.  It’s 

a sure bet that the Outta Control fountain will stand out among the rest!

OUTTA CONTROL

Item No: Height: packing:2629 7 Width: 8 Depth: 8 12-1

500 GRAM FOUNTAINS

Swim through a smack of jellyfish!  This fountain features 
vibrant neon colors of red, blue, yellow and purple, with hundreds 

of jellyfish floating throughout.

JELLYFISH SMACK

Item No: Height: packing:2626 8.5 Width: 5 12-1

FOUNTAINS

This helicopter firework spins on the ground then takes off high up 
into the air shooting sparks and leaving a trail of blue or red smoke.

CROP DUSTER

Item No: Height: packing:2102 4 Width: 0.5 Depth: na 48-4

FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES

Patriot smoke will have you feeling patriotic by discharging red, 
white, and blue smoke all at the same time! With 3 discharge 

ports, one on each end and one in the center, this is a truly unique 
device that you have to see to believe.

PATRIOT 3 COLOR RWB SMOKE

Item No: Height: packing:1232 9.5 Width: 1.5 48-1

SMOKE
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AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2554 6 Width: 3 Depth: 3 10-4

These value 7 shot aerial devices are a great addition to any 
fireworks show.  Each case includes 10 each of Lightning, Mustang, 
Warhawk, and Wildcat!  You'll love these awesome new labels!

CLASSIC WARBIRD  7 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:767 2.5 Width: 4.5 Depth: 4.5 24-1

49 shots of red and green stars with crackle, this jumbo 200 gram 
cake is a great value!

GOOSE BUMPS  49 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2536 2.75 Width: 4 Depth: 4 36-1

Give it up for 25 shots of red, green, blue, white, and crackle 
bombards. Nice entertainment!

GIVE IT UP  25 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:719 6 Width: 5.25 Depth: 4.25 12-1

You can run but you cannot hide from this CHARGING GRIZ!  This 
classic repeater leaves a trail of silver tails before breaking into 
colorful crackling bouquets.  This grizzly has some endurance you'll 
enjoy with its long lasting performance, finishing with a might roar of 
timed rain!

THE CHARGING GRIZ  20 SHOT
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Don't let the size of this cake fool you! It is pound for pound one 
of the most impressive cakes for its size.

MONKEY WRENCH  16 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:5501 4.75 Width: 4 Depth: 4 24-1

AERIAL REPEATERS

This multi-colored, muilt-effect cake is out of control with 
orange, green, silver strobe, floating chrysanthemum as well as 

silver strobe mine and color tails. This cake is action packed!

OUT OF CONTROL  15 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2547 5 Width: 4 Depth: 4 24-1

AERIAL REPEATERS

This 20 shot aerial cake features an onslaught of multi-colored 
chrysanthemums that quickly transition to vivid brocade crown 

effects that will get your heart racing. A finale volley of red, green, 
and blue chrysanthemums will suggest the mission is complete.

SPECIAL OPS  20 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2533 5 Width: 5 Depth: 4 18-1

AERIAL REPEATERS

Wake up the night with this heavy hitting 25 shot repeater!  
Powerful golden brocade with multi-color tips ignite the stars.  

Each shot ends with elegant Red Lace and a huge 5 shot finale as 
you drift back into dreams.

BAD MOON RISING  25 SHOT

Item No: Height: packing:2540 6 Width: 5 Depth: 5 12-1

AERIAL REPEATERS
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AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2544 3.5 Width: 3 Depth: 3 24-2

This 16 shot cake features quiet crackling mines with bright colorful 
comets.  This cake doesn't need a lot of noise to sneak into your 
backyard show. Yee Haw Y'all!  Whistling and crackling comets make for 
a rootin’-tootin’ good time.  This ‘lil cake takes 1st place every time.

LIl’ NINJA / LIl’ BUCKAROO  16 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2545 5 Width: 4 Depth: 4 18-1

Show your Super Power with this small but mighty repeater. 
Golden palms with red color tips dazzle as multi-color strobes 
flash like the true hero we need.

SUPER POWER  16 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2546 4.5 Width: 4 Depth: 4 24-1

This hard-hitting 8 shot is one you will remember! Vivid neon red, 
orange, pink, yellow, blue, and purple breaks light up the night 
followed by a 2 shot crackling flower finale. 

NEON NIGHT  8 SHOT

AERIAL REPEATERS

Item No: Height: packing:2534 4 Width: 7 Depth: 5 12-1

Get ready to be shocked by this 28 shot item from Cannon.  
Whistling tails race-high into the night sky followed by 
multi-colored peonies and glittering bouquets.  Finally, a volley of 
colored scrambling comets roar upward and outward in every 
direction!  Rinse and repeat with a nice crackling mine finale!

SHOCK FACTOR  28 SHOT
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Get ready to unleash the Neon Rage! This 12 pack of 60 gram 
neon canister shells is impressive display of power and color you 

wii not want to miss.

NEON RAGE

Item No: Height: packing:2958 14 Width: 11.5 Depth: 5 6-12

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

Guns & Glory is a 24 pack of 1.5 canister shells. Outstanding 
performance at a value price.

GUNS & GLORY  24 SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2956 28 Width: 9.5 Depth: 5 4-24

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

The original Chery Bomb artillery, 6 shots of assorted colors and 
effects.

CHERRY BOMB ARTILLERY 6 SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2902 12 Width: 6 Depth: 4 12-6

RELOADABLE SHELLS
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PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2912 30 Width: 7.5 Depth: 7.5 4-12

This TRUE 60-gram double break canister shell represents innovation and progress in the 
fireworks world.  You haven’t experienced the biggest, loudest, highest lifting double break 
shells until you take the PREDATOR XXL home to let them fly.  This massive shell is the most 
impressive multi-break shell that has ever been available for purchase in the US market!  This 
package includes 12 double effect shells that will produce 24 jaw shattering breaks!  The sky is 
waiting! Our customers raved about the Predator XL Canister Shells new packaging last season, and 
we took that concept and cranked it up to 11 with this attractive new holographic red box with detailed 
embossing.  The premium packaging matches the top tier quality of the shells!

PREDATOR XXL DOUBLE BREAKs

PREMIUM ARTILLERY SHELLS

Item No: Height: packing:2936 16 Width: 12 Depth: 5.5 6-2-6

You won’t believe the quality of these 60-gram triple break artillery shells 
packaged in a top of the line embossed display box that you can’t help but pick 
up.  They are produced carefully by hand in one of the oldest factories known 
for their superb effects.  Only the best raw materials and chemicals are used to 
construct the 6 unique effects that you will receive in each box.  Featuring good lift, 
firm breaks, and brilliant assorted effects, this offering takes the Triple Crown for 
triple break shells!

TRIPLE CROWN  TRIPLE BREAKs

This double break shell is unique to every other peanut style double break on the market! This Beihai style performance will shoot 2 premium shells in a V pattern that will break simultaneously in the air. A premium effect as opposed to other double break shells!



A LONG TIME OVERDUE, WE HAVE REVAMPED AND 

REFORMULATED OUR LONG-TIME STAPLE, PREDATOR 

SHELLS!  NOW XL, THEY ARE BIGGER, BADDER, AND BETTER 

THAN EVER BEFORE.  CHOOSE FROM 6, 12 OR 24 SHELL 

PACKS FEATURING ASSORTED SHELLS OF HAND-SELECTED 

VARIETIES YOU ARE SURE TO LOVE! DAZZLE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS WITH THE NEW HOLOGRAPHIC, EMBOSSED BOX 

THAT WILL  STAND OUT AMONG THE REST!

12 shell Pack
item no: 2914
11.75”W  X  16”H  X  5.5”D

packing: 6-12

24 shell Pack

11”W  X  27”H  X  6”D

item no: 2918 packing: 4-24

6 shell Pack

6”W  X  13.5”H  X  5.5”D

item no: 2924

NDNDND

DATOR ATOR

AND BETTER BE ERBEAN TTERND BET

4 SHELHELL 4 SHE

D-SELECTEDESE D ECTEDSELEC

URU

MBOSSED BOX OXBOXSEDMBO OX 
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500 GRAM FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2637 11 Width: 7 6-1

This fountain last over a minute and changes color 8 times! 
Brilliant red, lemon, orange, blue, and pink color globs mixed with 
silver flowers have a fiesta right in your backyard.

FIESTA

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2631 4.5 Width: 10.5 Depth: 4.5 12-1

This long-lasting football shaped fountain is a great catch with 
lots of sporty colors in red, gold, blue, green, peach, and silver in a 
dazzling array of effects such as horsetail, spider silk, and strobe.

RUN THE BALL

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2613 9.5 Width: 4 Depth: 4 24-1

Green light, yellow light, red light, STOP!...the show with this 
whistling, strobing, go-getter, crackling chrysanthemum fountain. 
60 sec. duration!

TRAFFIC LIGHT

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2618 5.5 Width: 5.5 12-1

The Powerball Fountain is sure to get everyone excited with a 
long-lasting performance. Red, Yellow, and Purple pearls gush out 
of the top paired with white pine needs and chrysanthemum 
crackling. A grand finale of white strobing pearls with titanium 
crackles will leave you speechless! Lasts about 1 minute.

POWERBALL
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This star-shaped fountain starts off with green strobes and red 
pearls shooting out of the top. Then the sides light up forming a 
fan of gold-fountain and red/blue pearls. The fan continues with 
shimmering golden willows leading up to a bright multi-colored 

crackling finale.

BRIGHT STAR

Item No: Height: packing:2623 9.25 Width: 5.75 Depth: 4 12-1

FOUNTAINS

A peppy small fountain that is bold with confidence. It erupts in 
snow with pink, blue, and gold flash then transforms to a laser 

red with spiky titanium crackle.

TAKE CHARGE

Item No: Height: packing:2620 7.5 Width: 4 Depth: 4 24-1

FOUNTAINS

Light the fuse and hear the tambourine cue a shower of sparks 
five tubes wide.  The gentle sound of golden flower with red pistol 

effects dancing in the air will delight you.  After around 50 seconds 
of alternating colors comes the big finish of soft crackling 

chrysanthemum with a total show time of over one minute.

FANDANGO fountain

Item No: Height: packing:2636 5 Width: 10.5 Depth: 3.75 12-1

FOUNTAINS
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Get your cotton candy here!  This crowd favorite is sure to 

give you a sugar rush as multi-color fish scurry under 

titanium crackling.  A transition to shimmering golden 

showers before erupting to a multi-color pearl and crackling 

finale that will leave you excited and energized!  It’s sure to 

satisfy your sweet tooth and lasts around 80 seconds!

Item No: Height: packing:2632 11.5 Width: 5.5 12-1

Get your cotton candy here!  This crowd favorite is 

sure to give you a sugar rush as each variety 

features 4 different effects!  It’s sure to satisfy 

your sweet tooth and lasts around 20 seconds!

Item No: 
Height: 

packing:2633
6 Width: 2.5

18-4
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FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2634 5 Width: 4 24-1

This fountain will help you to forget all of your worries and have 
some fun! It features multi-color pearl showers of green, white, 
gold, & purple stars. This will transition into an impressive titanium 
crackling finale that will leave you exhilarated!

DANCING IN THE DARK

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2619 8.75 Width: 3 36-1

This one will wake up the neighbors! This fountain screams over 
and over as it shoots blue and green stars with crackle.

WAILING WITCH
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FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2616 6 Width: 10 Depth: 3.5 16-1

Travel without worry as this premium fountain takes you on a 
journey you'll never forget.  Bright golden stars spray upward and 
transition to beautiful red, blue, and green glittering snowflakes.  
The show continues with a triple shot of shimmering golden willows 
and a finale round of titanium crackling stars.

FREE FALLIN'

FOUNTAINS

Item No: Height: packing:2621 3 Width: 2 Depth: 2 80-3

A sweet little 3-pack of patriotic fountains perfict for the 4th. U is 
red star with titanium spring and gold silk chrysanthemum, S is 
silver star with titanium spring with white chrysanthemum, and A is 
a blue star with beautiful gold iron flower.

U.S.A.
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Just like the name says! Vibrant neon colors flower and flitter 
out of this fountain that reaches 20 feet across at its peak!

NEON FOUNTAINs

Item No: Height: packing:2635 7 Width: 6 12-1

FOUNTAINS

A well-planned, simple, nice fountain of red stars with white 
strobe, changing to green stars and silver pine sparks, then 

finishing with yellow stars and pretty white cedar sparks.

LET IT SHINE

Item No: Height: packing:2622 5 Width: 3 Depth: 1.45 96-1

FOUNTAINS

Crimson fire and crackling white brilliant stars.

CURTAIN OF FIRE

Item No: Height: packing:2624 8.5 Width: 3 36-1

FOUNTAINS
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Start the engine and hold on as the Grizzly Chainsaw is a real 
tree shaker! Multi-colored starts rip into the night sky and 

shower the ground with glowing sparks. Its time to tap your inner 
Lumberjack and rev one up today.

GRIZZLY CHAINSAW

Item No: Height: packing:443 5 Width: 25.5 Depth: 4 8-1

FOUNTAINS
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NOVELTIES

Item No: Height: packing:2104 6 Width: 7 Depth: 6 16-1

Dragon flames shoot from my mouth with mystical blue smoke 
and colorful crackle shoots from my tail.

MYSTICAL DRAGON

NOVELTIES

Item No: Height: packing:2105 5.5 Width: 4 Depth: 4.5 16-1

Magical Flames shoot from my horn, then my ears whistle happily 
as silver fountains sparkle from my feet!

PRINCESS PONY
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Open the coffin and feel the rush of 4 excellent skyrockets with 
assorted effects.  Each premium rocket will thrive into the night 

sky and burst into a beautiful display of red/green wave, timed 
rain, or Brocade Crown.

VAMPIRE ROCKET

Item No: Height: packing:269 32 Width: 7.25 Depth: 2 16-4

SKY ROCKETS

The Sun Ring Rocket has an effect that is true to its name and 
it's very impressive.  With the maximum bursting charge allowed 

by law, this rocket features a ring to wave star effect that is simply 
breathtaking.  This effect is sure to light up your celebration!

SUN RING ROCKET

Item No: Height: packing:285 31 Width: 11.5 Depth: 1.6 20-3

SKY ROCKETS
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Forget the sparklers this year. These Sparkling Wands are 
easier to handle, light, and last for 2 whole minutes with an 

outstanding performance. These will quickly become a must have 
for every family.

SPARKLER WAND

Item No: Height: packing:1039 17.5 Width: 0.5 48-5

SPARKLERS

6
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PARACHUTES

Item No: Height: packing:1127 9.5 Width: 7 Depth: 3 18-4

A 4 pack of single shot parachute tubes each with 6 parachutes 
inside! 

HOLLYWOOD JUMP

PARACHUTES

Item No: Height: packing:1128 12 Width: 9.5 Depth: 2.5 2-18-1

If you love parachutes, don't miss out on this MEGA sized 28 single 
shot parachute that features crackling stars as the canopy 
descends to the ground.

MEGA CHUTE CRACKLING PARACHUTE

PARACHUTES

Item No: Height: packing:1126 12.25 Width: 6 Depth: 4 12-4

A 4 pack of reloadable canister shell parachutes. Each shell 
opens to a large parachute and crackle. Designed for daytime use. 

BAIL OUT
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FLYING & REPORT NOVELTIES

Item No: Height: packing:2103 1.5 Width: 4 Depth: 3 60-3

This device spins on the ground shooting sparks before leaping 
into the air like a superhero rushing off to save the day.

SKY TEAM
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This assortment has been put together just for Diwali! With a 
variety of fountains, spinners, and sparklers you will have 

everything you need to celebrate the festival of lights!

DIWALI DAZZLER

Item No: Height: packing:0079 20.5 Width: 12.5 Depth: 3 8-1

GROUND ASSORTMENTS

Artillery shell kits - 3, roman candles - 3 packs, helicopters - 1 
pack, ground spinners - 1 pack, fountains - 10, crackers - 1 pack, 
cakes - 5, Heavy Weights cakes - 5. Contents subject to change 

due to availability.

CONTAINER LOAD

Item No: Height: packing:5109 52 Width: 29 Depth: 8 1-1

AERIAL ASSORTMENTS

Artillery shell kits - 3, roman candles - 3 packs, helicopters - 1 
pack, ground spinners - 1 pack, fountains - 10, crackers - 1 pack, 
cakes - 5, Heavy Weights cakes - 5. Contents subject to change

due to availability.

CONTAINER LOAD

Item No: Height: packing:5109 52 Width: 29 Depth: 8 1-1

AERIAL ASSORTMENTS
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#8 CONE

2 MINUTE WARNING  63 SHOT

4X4  16 SHOT

ADDICTED  18 SHOT

AFTER HOURS 45 SHOT

AFTERGLOW  25 SHOT

ALL THAT GLITTERS  9 SHOT  2"

AMERICA RISING  33 SHOT

APOLLO ROCKETS

B.A.S.E. MILITARY ASSORTMENT

BAD MOON RISING  25 SHOT 

BAIL OUT

BEARLY LEGAL  24 SHOT

BFR

BIG BAD ASS  119 SHOT

BLAST OFF 15 SHOT

BOOM TIME  9 SHOT  3"

BOY OR GIRL (BLUE)  12 SHOT

BOY OR GIRL (PINK)  12 SHOT

BRIGHT STAR

BROCADE CROWN WATERFALL  30 SHOT

CAN OF WORMS  9 SHOT

CENTRIFUGE

CHERRY BOMB ARTILLERY 6 SHELLS

CLASSIC WARBIRD  7 SHOT

COLOR PEARL W/ REPORTS  144 SHOT

CONQUEROR  9s 3" (27 BREAKS)

CONTAINER LOAD

COTTON CANDY

COTTON CANDY MINI

CROP DUSTER

CURTAIN OF FIRE

DANCING IN THE DARK

DEVIL'S DOZEN  12 SHELLS

DIWALI DAZZLER

DOUBLE CROSSED  16 SHOT

ELECTRIC SPIDER  21 SHOT

FANDANGO FTN

FIESTA

FRANKENSTEIN’S MONSTER

FREE FALLIN'

GHOST BLASTERS  12 SHOT

GHOST TAILS  25 SHOT

GIVE IT UP  25 SHOT

GLITCH  19 SHOT

GOLDEN GOOSE 16 SHOT

GOOSE BUMPS  49 SHOT

GRIZ BEST ARTILLERY ASST

GRIZZLY CHAINSAW

GUNS & GLORY  24 SHELLS

HEADBANGER  80 SHOT

HEAVY ARTILLERY ASSORTMENT

HELL RAISER  55 SHOT

HIGH NOON  22 SHOT

HOLLYWOOD JUMP

HOME OF THE BRAVE  9 SHOT  3"

HOME RUN  88 SHOT

HOT COLORS ASST  88 SHOT

INSPIRATION  61 SHOT

JELLYFISH SMACK

JUNGLE CAT  9 SHOT

KING OF KINGS  19 SHOT  2"

LET IT SHINE

LIGHTSPEED  40 SHOT

LIL’ NINJA / LIL’ BUCKAROO  16 SHOT

MARKSMAN  10 SHOT

MASS OF FIRE  156 SHOT

MEGA CHUTE CRACKLING PARACHUTE

‘MERICA  10 SHOT

MINI MAMMOTH STROBE  6 SHOT

MINI ROMAN CANDLE  5 BALL

MONKEY WRENCH  16 SHOT

MORE COWBELL  38 SHOT

MRS. SMITH  25 SHOT

MYSTICAL DRAGON

NEON 200 SHOT

NEON FOUNTAINS

NEON MONSTER  12 SHOT

NEON NIGHT  8 SHOT

NEON RAGE

OUT OF CONTROL  15 SHOT

OUTTA CONTROL

PAPARAZZI  5 BALL

PATRIOT 3 COLOR RWB SMOKE

PIECE OF CAKE

POWER ADDICT  16 SHOT

POWERBALL

PREDATOR XL 6/12/24 PACKS

PREDATOR XXL DOUBLE BREAKS

PRINCESS PONY

RAGE MISSILES  92 SHOT

RAMPAGE  9 SHOT  2"

RAMPAGE IN THE SKY  25 SHOT

RIDICULOUSNESS  300 SHOT

ROCKSTAR  12 SHELLS

RUN THE BALL

SHOCK FACTOR  28 SHOT

SILVER FOX  12 SHOT

SKY TEAM

SMOKE CELEBRATION  32 SHOT

SPACE DISCO

SPARKLER WAND

SPECIAL OPS  20 SHOT

SPITFIRE  120 SHOT

SUMMERTIME BOOM  22 SHOT

SUN RING ROCKET

SUPER POWER  16 SHOT

SURF'S UP!  35 SHOT

TAKE CHARGE

THE BIG EASY  21 SHOT

THE BIG SHOW

THE CHARGING GRIZ  20 SHOT

THE HUGE DEAL ASSORTMENT

TRAFFIC LIGHT

TRIPLE BREAK CAKE  10 SHOT  2"

TRIPLE CROWN TRIPLE BREAKS

TWIST OF FATE  30 SHOT

U.S.A.

VAMPIRE ROCKET

WAILING WITCH

WHIPPER SNAPPER BAG (4 PACK)

WHIPPER SNAPPER LG

WHIPPER SNAPPER SM

ZOMBIE HOUSE  115 SHOT

2622

2552

2544

2851

2835

1128

2845

5804

2471

5501

2853

2868

2104

2713

2635

2539

2546

2958

2547

2629

2491

1232

2627

2548

2618

2914

2912

2105

2716

8123

5803

2854

2980

2631

2534

2543

2103

2869

2628

1039

2533

2492

2866

285

2545

2867

2620

2855

0178

719

0180

2613

2847

2936

2856

2621

269

2619

1224

1203

1202

2857
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20

29

9

10

39

18

5

24

28

17

3

37

23

36

13

29

30

28

26

24

26

25

13

33

32

30

37

23

12

13

19

22

33

29

14

39

8

25

38

28

24

3

38

29

8

34

18

15

27

16

33

11

31

17

35

38

35

37

37

37
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OVER 300,000 SQ. FT.
OF WAREHOUSE SPACE

OVER 700

OVER 250,000 CARTONS

ITEMS

OF PRODUCTS

OVER 60 YEARS
IN BUSINESS

OVER 100 YEARS
OF STAFF EXPERIENCE

@ north central industries,INC
@ great grizzly fireworks

@ greatgrizzlyfireworks
@ northcentralfirework


